New Exhibit on Georgia Egg Industry at Museum of Agriculture

TIFTON — A new exhibit in the main hall of the Georgia Museum of Agriculture and Historic Village at Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College focuses on Georgia’s egg industry. Visitors can see just how important this cooking staple is to agriculture in Georgia. The design and production of this exhibit was underwritten by the Georgia Egg Commission.

Museum Assistant Director and Curator Polly Huff said this exhibit will be a permanent fixture at the Museum and features an historic timeline, the Georgia Egg Industry Hall of Fame, a country store reproduction, wall murals, and early artifacts such as egg scales and crates. Model chickens in varying breeds are scattered throughout the entire exhibit. The Georgia Egg Commission will also be giving out a small gift to exhibit visitors while supplies last.

For more information about this exhibit, interested persons can contact Huff at phuff@abac.edu. Season passes or daily admission to the Museum can be purchased at the GMA Country Store.